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Oust Bing and Elvis for
new Xmas tuneage.
Scene - Page 15

FINALS WEEK!

GUARD MY BODY!

If you don't know when
they are, check our chart.
News - Page 10

Will Costner bomb out
with Houston?
Scene - Page 14
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Central Washington University

Central athletes charged in drug scandal
by Bill Burke
Staff reporter

Two Central athletes have
been charged with possession
.of marijuana with intent to
deliver.
Adam Clapp, .20, and John
Galbraith, 23, were charged
with three felony counts each
of possession ofmarijuana with
intent to deliver. Clapp was
also charged as an accomplice
to possession ofmarijuana with
intent to deliver. The trial will
be Jan. 21.
The two students pleaded innocent to all counts in connection with incidents on Oct. 21
and 29 as well as onNov.10 and
11, according to Kittitas County
Court records.
Clapp was the starting center

Adam Clapp

for the Wildcat football team
this year. He was suspended
from the , team following the
arrest.
Galbraith, also a football
player, injured a knee in pre-

Shuart. According to the
registrar's records,Clapp and
Galbraith are not currently en. rolled at Central.
"He (Clapp) broke team
rules," head football coach Jeff
Zenisek said. "You don't embarrass the team, the program,
the school, oryourself. He made
an unfortunate mistake, and
hopefully he will learn from it."
Zenisek added that Clapp is a
good kid who loves Central. "He
apologized to the team, and I
wish him the best."
Task force coordinator John
John Galbraith
Harris said the arrests were
made after a month-long inseason workouts and was thus vestigation.
unable to finish the season.
Clapp was instructed not to
They were arrested Nov. 11 discuss the case. He refused to
by Kittitas County Multi-Ju- comment.
·
risdictional Drug Task Force Galbraithcouldnotbereached
officers Gene Gustin and Jerry for comment.
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Nelson to air
on television
tonight
Central President Ivory
Nelson will appear live on
Ellensburg Community Television (channel 2) today from
7-8 p.m. to answer questions.
The show, "Let's Communicate," ·will be hosted by
Dave Ettl, news director for
KAPP-TV, Yakima.
Viewers ~Nill be invited to
phone in questions that
Nelson will answer on the
air. Also appearing with
Nelson will be Courtney
Jones, Central vice president
for business and financial
affairs,
and
Donald ·
Cummings, dean of the college of letters, arts and sciences.

NCATEteam
gives Central
edprogram.
high reviews
The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education review team will recommend approval of Central's
eductaion program, which
meets all NCATE standards.
"We will report within 30 days
to the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education our recommendation that
Central
Washington
University's teacher preparation programs meet all NCATE
standards at both the basic and
advanced levels," said review
team chair Luiza Amodeo.
Amodeo and four other
NCATE examiners spent Nov.
14-18examiningCentral's professional education preparation programs.
Although the review team's
recommendation thatCentral's
program meets all NCATE
standards is an important step,
Amodeo stressed that formal
accreditation will not be voted
on until NCATE's meeting in
April, 1993.
"I'm elated," said Central
president Ivory Nelson.
Senior art major Kristin Loffer,like many Central students,
"I know this is wonderful
news for the entire Central
community."
Nelson acknowledged that
ing.
although this is a hurdle to
have overcome, he cautioned by Greg Aldaya
Some faculty and staff have
rented their apartments for as
that official accreditation can- Staff reporter
long as 15 years.
not be acted on until April.
Central's housing office plans
"Our job's not done," said
Nelson. "But we've made great Approximately 70 Central fac- to continue allowing accommostrides. I want to thank every- ulty and staff members and dation to newly-hired faculty
one who has worked long and ·their families residing in uni- and staff,for occupancy up to
hard."
versity-owned apartments will one year while they try to find
"This is cause for celebration have until August 1993 to move permanent housing.
for the whole Central family," out and make room for a long
"Central's number one misNelson said.
list of students needing hous- sion is to provide services to

Joe Rose I The Observer

stresses out while studying for finals next week.

Faculty and staff booted from student housing
students," Wendell Hill, director of auxiliary services, said.
"It is no longer feasible to allow large numbers of faculty
and staff to rent apartments in
student housing with monthto-month contracts."
A letter sent to faculty and
staff reads in part: "The number of faculty and staff occupants has increased dramatically over the years, _resulting

in fewer and fewer apartments
being available for student
families. This fall, apartments
available for new student-family applicants were 35 less than
last year.
"This faculty/staff occupancy
is in conflict with the original
justification for the apartment

See BOOT I Page 11
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Thieves thrive through Thanksgiving
Monday, Nov. 16.
. Police advised Meisner
·
Hal~'smanager to.postsigns
statmg that any bikes blocking the front door would be '
impounded by police. There
has been a continual problem
of bikes impeding people enA Davies Hall resident retering and leaving the build- ported that another resident
ing.
had ripped down a portion of
Wednesday, Nov. 18.
cork board from his door in an
Thirteen mailboxes were on-going dispute. Police conopened by an unknown per- tinue to investigate the incison or persons in Al-Monty · dent.
Hall. Police do not knowhow Sunday, Nov. 22.
the boxes were opened and
A student reported that her
have no suspects.
roommatehadanunloadedgun
Saturday, Nov. 21.
stored in their room in violaSomeone sprayed a fire ex- tion of university policy. She
tinguishernearKamolaHall. was not present when police
There are no known suspects arrived. Staff members adand the fire extinguisher is visedhertoturnitintocampus
missing.
police for storage.
Saturday, Nov. 21.
Tuesday, Nov. 24.
A female student was
Two students were cited for
stopped by four males who Minor in Poss~ssion.
were blocking her p~th while Tuesd~y, Nov. 24.
she was walking to \per resiA student was taken to the
dence hall. She struek one of hospital by paramedics after
them and ran away. Officers complainirig of head pain and
searched the area but did not feeling faint. He said he had
locate the men.
been running stairs at
Sunday, Nov. 22.
Nicholson Pavilion. He made

.•I t

Nelson renews
exchange pact

music complaint in a residence hall. An LGA advised
by D.M. Schuirman
thepolicehehadtriedtoconStaff reporter
tact the room's residents but
by Andy Martin
got no response. The officers
Central President Ivory
knocked on the door and en·
Nelson
renewed Centra]'s
tered the room after receiv.. .
twelve-year exchange agreeit to the training room where :lng no answer. They found a
ment with Anhui University in
policeandpararnedicsmethirn. radio playing, turned it off
Hefei, China, during his recent
Tuesday, Nov. 24.
and left the room.
trip to Japan and China.
Police checked a report of a Sunday, Nov. 29• .
Central has been exchanging
smoke-like smell emanating
·Eleven people were cited
faculty
and students with
from the L&L building. Offic• for driving on service drives
Anhui since 1980. Two Ceners traced the smoke to cooked and pedestrian malls.
tral students, Peter Cuthbert
food in a microwave.
Sunday, Nov. 29.
and Robinson Nichols, are curTuesday, Nov. 24.
Two empty cash bags were
rently
studying in China. ZhiThe doorknobs were stolen found in .the east lobby of
min Zhuang, an Anhui profesfrom the southwest stairwell Holmes Dining Hall. The
sor, is currently teaching Chidoors on Muzzall's ninth floor. bags are normally kept in
nese
at Central.
Saturday, Nov. 28.
the Dining Services office.
Asia University pays Central
Campus police assisted El- Police are still investigating
$600,000 to $700,000 a year for
lensburg police on an assault whythecashbagswerefound
Japanese
students to study at
call. The victim, a student, there.
Central.
was transported by campus Sunday, Nov. 29.
Nelson visited Tokyo, Japan;
police to a trailer park, where
Al-Monty Hall had three
Shanghai;
Soucho, Nanjing
he identified the suspects at rooms broken into over
and Hefei, China, on his trip
the trailer they entered after Thanksgiving break. The
Oct. 29 through Nov. 7. He ·
the assault. The victim was suspects gained entry
attended a reception at Asia
then transported tO the Ellens- through unsecured windows.
University
in Tokyo to meet
burg police station for a state- Items taken from the rooms
Central alumni there.
ment.
included a phone jack, TV
Nelson also met with officials
Sunday. Nov. 29.
cable box, extension cord, TV
at
universities in Soucho and
Officers responded to a loud and a stereo.
Nanjing. Stephen Ainsworth,
director of International Programs, said these meetings
were amatteroffosteringrelations between institutions.
Nothing specific was discussed.
Nelson said his trip was interesting.
"I learned about China," he
said. "They're very eager to
Editor-in-chief: Katy Anderson
have exchange programs with
us, but unfortunately they don't
Managing editor: Jill Johnson
have the funds."
News editor: Ellen Pope
Central currently lacks ties
with Soucho or Nanjing.
Scene editor: Scotty.Siefert ··
_
"If we had the outside reSports editor: :Bill Burke ..
sources to do it, it would be
Photo editor: Tracie Brantley
something we should look into,"
Nelson said. He feels internaCopy editor: Christine Jung
tional contacts are important.
Production manager: Amy Garner
Nelson met Anhui faculty who
Production assistant: Jay Greenwell
have been at Central and also
. Central students studying
Editorial cartoonist: David Zimmerman
there.
·
"They
sent
a
message
back
Anyone interested in being on staff please contact
saying people don't realize
Professor Gil Neal in the communication department
what comfort is," he said. ·
No Central administrators
had visited Anhui in 10 years,
Nelson said, adding that a trip
should be made every two or
.Unique Gift• & Novelli.ea
three years.
"Central should maintain its
ties with the Pacific Rim coun. tries," he said. "The state does
a lot of business with the Pacific Rim because of its location. Students will be much
better prepared if they have
international contacts."
·

CAMPUS CQPS

Who's in the news?
Gary Heesacker, accounting professor, was appointed
by Gov. Booth Gardner to the
Washington State Board ofAccountancy for a two-year term.
Heesacker, 4 7, came to Central in 1972. He chaired the
accounting department from
1980 ·through 1990, and was
selected outstanding accounting educator in the state by the
Washington Society of Public
Accountants in 1989. He will
continue to teach at Central
while serving on the board,
which meets two days each
month.

Brion Mattson, Central football team defensive back,
earned The Sub Shop Wildcatof-the-Week honors for his Nov.
14 performance against Western Washington University.
In Central's 37-7 loss, Mattson
recorded ten tackles, eight primary, bringing his se~son total to 83. This set a new record
for tackles by a defensive back.
Mattson, a senior from
Ferndale, has led Central's
defensive backs in tackles the
past two seasons. He was featured on ESPN's Plays-of-theWeek last season.
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Winter Quarter 1993
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Diriirig hall starts Back-to Basics nutritiOhil.f'progratt{··,'
by D.M. Schuirman
Staff reporter

Students who eat at Holmes
Dining Hall will have a Back to
Basics nutrition option starting winter quarter 1993.
The program is designed to
provide nutrition education
and make recommendations for
balanced meals, Dining Services dietitian Pam Mahre said.
Mahre plans to examine each
menu and put together a balanced meal following nutri. tional guidelines for the four
food groups and for things like
sodium,carbohydratesandfat.
Her recommendation will appear as a Back to Basics display plate on a table as students enter the dining hall.
She wants to de-emphasize
low- and non-fat choices and
instead recommend balancing
high-fat with low-fat foods, she
said.
"We currently offer low-fat
andvegetarianchoices,"Mahre
said.
"This is a way to take the
emphasis off n.o:fat and put it

Correction.~··

,

In a continual effort to provide the Central community
with a high-quality newspaper, the Observer strives to
maintain both clarity and accuracy. In the Nov. 19 issue,
·on page nine, four errors.appeared in the "Peter recalled
from WSL presidency" story:
Column 1, paragraph 4:
Scott Westlund is not the
Central representative,men-.
tioned. · . '.
co·1umn 1, paragraph 9: decisions are made at the
chair's discretion, regardless
of the number of board members present.
Column 2, paragraph 4:
substitute Keven Dole for
Chris Putnum.
Column 3, paragraph 3:
"Nov. 14 meeting" should
read "Nov. 14 election."
.rhe ·- observer apologizes
for· these mistakes and
thanks Eric Peter for his help.
in pointing them out.

on a balance; to make food okay.
It's a new way to present
healthy, well-balanced meals
and improve the perception of
what nutrition means."
Her long-term goal is to have
the program available at all of
Central's dining halls, but that
will depend on how well the
program is received.
. Mahre will evaluate it using
preference re ports and surveys,
she said.
Back to Basics is designed to
give more nutritional information to students.
"Research indicates a balanced diet decreases chronic
disease,"Mahre said. "It's more
likely students - will adopt
healthy practices and decrease
their risk [with increased information]."
She also hopes to encourage
students to choose a vegetar- .
ian selection once a week. This
decreases total fat and saturated fat, which are linked to
heart disease and cancer.
Eating balanced meals has
many benefits: · maintaining a
healthy weight, improving dietary balance and variety, consu!fling adequate amounts of

Central Dining Services dietitian Pam Mahre displays a well-balanced meal, the target of the
Back to Basics nutrition option starting next quarte~ at Holmes Dining Hall.
vitamins and minerals, and a .~ cause vitamin and mineral de"Most of us don't think about
healthier lifestyle all the way ficiency over time, Mahre said. those things now," she said,
around, Mahre said.
Balanced meals also decrease "but just by following a balIt's easy to get away from va- the risk of heart disease, can- anced meal plan you may not
riety if you always eat foods cer, obesity and diabetes, she have to think about them in
you feel safe with, and .t hat can added.
the future."

UW student charged with
felony for computer hacking
SEATTLE .(CPS) -A Uni- States.
versity ofWashington student
Anderson allegedly gave
used the campus computer sys- Katsaniotis information on how
tern to break into systems at to break into the Boeing and
Boeing, a U.S. district court court systems, the complaint
and the Environmental Pro- said.
'
tection Agency, the FBI has The two men could face maxi. charged.
mum sentences offive years in
According to the FBI com- prison and a $10,000 fine if
plaint, Charles Matthew convicted on the charges.
Anderson, 19,.a µnivers.ity: stu.. The.men reportedly said they
c,ient, and Go.s ta . G;~org~ . b~o~~tinto the computer sysKatsaniotis, 21; ofSe-attle, were··. te~ ~s achalleilge, rather than ·
charged Nov. 10 with c·on- · to obtain any vital informaspiracy to defraud the United tion.

SAVE

Arti.s try . of

SAVE

Eileen & Co ..

. SHOP HERE FOR THE HOUDAYS

SAVE
I

*
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I

SA VE

'

SAVE
~~

COME VISIT TH~ .
:.. 'CHRISTMAS BOUTIQUE'-:;~-<~
' ..

SOME ITEMS 40% OFF
418 N. PINE

925-9715

i~ "
SA VE

Alu.m ni Update ·
ALUMNI QPDATE
Did you know? ·The Central Washington University Alumni
Association has in 1992-93 designated over $55,000 for the.
advancemant and support of our university.
CHAT WITH GAIL
Dear Student Alumni,
The C)VU Alumni Association Board of
.,~irectors has asked me to write a column
for. The.Observer which will share with you

..

a..:~;,~;;;~~~~~E~~~£!E~iaadvancement and support of Central.
Currently faculty members have been given an opportunity to
apply for grants for much needed classroom equipment. In
addition, eleven scholarships were given at the Homecoming
banquet. In years to ·come you, as alumni, will be asked to help
Central's current stud.~nt'.$ a,nd current programs. We hope this
letter will help you um,ly~tand the mission of our Alumni
Association.
. r:· -·:,. ,. r .
.
Happy-Holidays,
, ': Gail K. Jones, Executive Director
· ; CwU-Alumni Association

1992 ALUMNI ASSOCIATION SCHOLARS
"J:'
~("

} :, /~J

Departmental
f: :· ,._.·
.~ ~~AJ
Richard T. Appelhans-Military Science
Paulette Bond-Theatre Arts
Jodie Higbee-Mathematics
John.L. Mancinelli-Music
Nelly McLauclilan-Foreign Language
Hea~er N. Parkinson-Political Science .
Jill M. Poole-Sociology
Ame Seim-Gerontology
Ting Shi-Accounting

c:

Ena Berger Scholarship
Angelica G. Nuno
Men and Wpmen qf the 50's Scholarship
Jill H. Hoepfinger
Alymni Association Fyll Scholarship
Heather A. McOain

weekdays6:30 to5.30
to 4,.0(J

~encJs B:f)O

Alumni Association Events for December;
•December4, 1992 •Yakima Alumni Meet the president
•December 9, 1992 - Olympia Alumni Meet the President
•Dr. Ivory Nelson and Mary Marcy, Director of Governmental Regulations will travel to Yakima and Olympia to meet
with special groups of alumni.
·
• ,
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StudentS--be-n efit ·rro:nr internation:arexchange
--

transcripts, Wiendl said he has tially the same cost.
dents to be nominated for study
a "grasp" of the language.
It's· a program that has abroad.
Staff reporter
"It will probably be hard the grown tremendously since its
ISEP will then attempt to
first two months I'm there, but start in 1989, she said.
send nominated students to the
I'll catch on," he said. "One of
"Over the past four years, locations they requested.
With a mind for adventure the reasons I'm going to Costa the number of students going
.P earce said applicants
mixed with academics, Central Rica is to beshould
student David Wiendl will be come fluent
have at
leaving the chilly Pacific in Spanish.
leasta2.75
"While becoming
Northwest for a trek to Central
"While begr
de
fluent (in Spanish), pointaavercoming fluAmerica winter quarter.
I can take classes
Wiendl is one of about a ent, I can
age and a
dozen Central students who take , classes
dedication
for my major. I'll
will be studying abroad this formymajor.
to learning
get everything in
year through the International I'll get everyabout the
one big package. I'll country
Student Exchange Program thing in one
(!SEP), offered through big package.
they want
go down there and
Central's international pro- I'll go down
tostudyin.
experience the cul- Those
grams office.
there and exwho
· He will be studying for nine perience the
ture and get credit
want to
study in a
months at Universidad culture and
for doing it."
N ationale de Heredia in Costa get credit for
country
doing it."
Rica.
where a
Along with exp.e riencing
A true apdifferent
-David Wiendl,
language
another culture and meeting preciation for
International student is spoken
people in a faraway place, the Spanish
going to Costa Rica
should
Wiendl will be getting credit language
David Wiendl
have at
toward his degree in law and and Latin
least two
American
justice.
"I'l'l be taking regular culture proved to be a major abroad has increased by 300 college-level years of that language under their belt.
classes,"Wiendl said. "I looked factor in Wiendl's being chosen percent," Pearce said.
The process through which
Pearce said the main reaat the catalog and there are for the exchange program, said
classes that fulfill my major Nomi Pearce, study abroad/ Wiendl and dozens of other sons applicants are not acthere."
exchange adviser of Central's students have been placed cepted include a "g.p.a. below
But there will be a minor international programs.
through ISEP is multi-faceted that recommended to perform
obstacle for Wiendl that he
"He was the ideal candidate and intended to challenge stu- well abroad" or because they
doesn't face here. He said all of for ISEP -he is dedicated to the dents interested in studying in lack the language experience.
"Most of those who apply
his classes will be taught in language, he is an excellent. another country.
Spanish, exclusively.
student, he researched the
Pearce said the first step for have a 3.0 g.p.a. or above," she
"They don't have a Spanish- country, and he is dedicated to a student who wants to take said. "The application and reas-a-secon d-language pro- the process," Pearce said.
that leap should be to visit her quirements can be fairly rigorShe said ISEP gives Central office and fill out the ISEP ous."
. gram," he said. "The fact that
Still, a foreign language is
everything will be in Spanish students a chance to study in application. ·
Applicants will then be in- not required. Pearce said there
and nothing will be slowed another country - from a selecdown for me scares me some." tion of 30 countries - while terviewed by a panel of Cen- are several programs for EnStill, with a few years of con- receiving credit at their home tral faculty, staffand students, glish-speaking countries as
versational Spanish on his university and paying essen- which will recommend stu- well. She expects about 30
by Joe Rose

Central students to apply for
study abroad next year.
She said some will apply for
semester-long programs, but
most will want to commit for
the entire academic year. She
estimated that ISEP will place
10 to 15 Central students for
the 1993-94 school year.
Wiendl said he found out
about ISEP and Central's international programs in
SP,anish class.
"As soon as I found out about
it, I was down there within a
week to find out as much as I
could," he said.
. ''When I went down to the
(international programs) office
and looked, I decided immediately that going somewhere
was in my future plans."
Wiendl added the chances of
being placed at a foreign university are "pretty high" if you
meet all the requirements.
"There are really a lot of
places to go, but the more selective areas tend to go to the
students with the higher
g.p.a.'s and how you present
yourself, " he said. "But you
can't get around the g.p.a.;
that's important."
He said waiting to be placed
at a university after being
nominated was the hardest
part of the process.
"It was all challenging," he
added. "You have to research
the country, too."
Pulling out an atlas and
turning to the page with Costa
Rica, Wiendl pointed out that

See ISEP I Page 9

rr.;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iil Hunger Awareness Week held
CARLISLE, Pa. (CPS)- Students and faculty at Dickinson
College held a Hunger and
Homelessness Awareness
Week, slept outdoors in cardboard boxes and fasted to understand the social problems.
The observance was expanded
from one day to four days this
year due to an increase of student interest, said Marty
Willard, the assistant director
of the school's religious affairs
office. The office has organized
an annual day of fasting since
1976 to show concern for the
hungry in the United States

50%
off
•..-4 Selected

=

Clothing
&Books

December
2- 5,
1992

0
0

and abroad.
The students held a hunger
banquet, where they were randomly ·divided into First, Second and Third World people
and given a meal traditionally
eaten by those populations.
They then spent a night outdoors and fasted.
In more local news, Central's
Hungerfest '92, sponsored by
Dining Services, netted a total
of 751 breakfasts and 307
lunches. For each meal donated
by students, $1.50 is donated
to buy Christmas baskets for
the hungry.

IntrodUcing Michelle ·
~i .. .;.: .::··'. _:-'::. $2. 00 off Men's & Women's Cuts
··' :- $5.00 offPerms&Colors
(Valid with Michelle only)
expires Jan. 311 1993
::~.:;~:~~
.. .... -~_:· .r:·/1~1.i_ 11n/.i"u'S
•· . .•.;..-i':,·. ;,·~..:.·:.,... vvn· vui1vr14

404 N. Anderson

962-5225

iii>1a1r·w1't'lds bG>fii>Ul'Ci>mre
& ce1J1re~

0 Access Art 0

December 5, 7:30
O Lunch Counter O
Happy Hour •Half Price Espresso
O

Cash for used books O
(No textbooks)

Open Mon - Sat 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. & Sun. 1 - 4 p.m. • 200 E. 4th 962-2375
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Liu, 20, ·, a National Merit
scholar enrolled at the University of California at Los Angeles, were charged Nov. 19 with
falsifying a driver's license.
They faced maximum penalties ofayearinjail and a $1,000
fine.
On Nov. 24, both m~n pleaded
no contest to the charges. Liu
was fined $445, while Lee was
fined$364. Each was sentenced

(CPS) -Two.California men
were sentenced to probation
after pleading no contest to
criminal charges arising from
a cheating scheme in which
one student paid a National
Merit scholar $400 to take an
economics examination for
him.
Tony H. Lee, 20, a student at
the California State University, Northridge, and Parousia

tO two years' probation.

professor.
Lee is accused of hiring Liu
for $400 to take his exams for
him in Professor Ed McDevitt' s
Principles of Microeconomics
class.
"He knew I was a good eco- .
nomics student," said Liu, who
agreed to take the test because
he needed the money. "I work,
but I don't get paid well
enougp.."

Keith Evans, economics department chairman at Cal
State Northridge said he was
disappointed with the sentences, which he didn't believe
were strict enough to deter
would-be cheaters.
College officials said Lee also
could be expelled from the college. Lee failed the same class
last spring under a different
1
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OPINION
OBSERVANCE
Drug charges linked
to college athletes
Why is there a problem with athletes and drugs?
Recently, college athletes have been arrested at both the
University of Washington and Central for drug related
charges.
Why do these athletes get involved in the war on drugs on
the wrong side of the trenches?
Athletes have a responsibility to their team, school, families,
fans and themselves not to abuse a system that admires its
athletes--a system that bwlds up ..athletes to. hero status and
then suffers when an athlete either fails or acts human.
The same system has seen the greatness of Dave Dravecky,
~rry Bird, Steve Largent and Art Monk.
·
It has also seen the humility of Steve Howe, the tragedy of
Len Bias and the triumph, fall and climb of Mercury Morris.
These athletes are not superhuman. They are not beyond
the reach of the law. They are not role models, although they
should be.
They should be heroes, but not if they choose to break the
law and abuse the system.
Should we shun the mere mention of drugs and athletes, or
should we accept the fact that athletes are human and should
be allowed to make mistakes? Is the pressure too much for
these elite few that can play athletics at college and professional levels?
·
Maybe we should and maybe it is, but maybe this just
reflects the times and the way society copes with situations.
Who knows why the Central athletes were in a situation
where they were arrested for possession of pot? Who knows
why the University of Washington athletes were in a place
where they could have been involved dealing cocaine?
Maybe it's the lure of easy money. Maybe it was just b ...z
timing, and the athletes were in a bad situation. MavJ.-.. "'was
all a mistake.
,
As athletes and role models, these peo..J-- shouldn t be put
in a bad situation. There shoul~-,, be any ch~c:e for a
mistake to happen. The atb 1~..ds. have a respons1b1hty th~t
goes far beyond a rulP ,_ iaw. ~1s ~ay be a lot of respons1bTty for a ·OUD,.. .....c::rson, but so is life.
s~ uld w!nastise the guilty and the system, or should we
h 1 ~c::se people get back on the right track by forgiving
~..'::Ill and accepting their apologies?
-_
If this problem is ever going to end, it needs to be dealt with
by dealing with those involved. We should not vent our
frustrations of a losing battle in the drug war on the few
athletes that are involved.
Instead, we should let them help themselves and others by
using their shame and sorrows as an educational tool. They
can use their athletic ability and talents in a positive way,
showing that we can overcome and win the drug war on a
personal level.
These college and professional athletes are role models. It's
up to them as to whether or not they are positive or negative.
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On the issues
Im.prP~ng

water res·o urces is East Side goal .

:eongressman Sid Morrison

Imagine what our part of
the world would be without
our great rivers-- without the
Methow, the Wenatchee, the
Yakima, the Snake and the
mighty Columbia. Without
these tremendous water resources we wouldn't be much
at all. They are truly the lifeblood of our Fourth Congressional District-- the thing
from which almost all that
we do depends upon.
As your Congressman, I
have been a partner in the
stewardship of this tremendous natural resource. We
have worked together to enhance and protect our great
river systems and can point
to many accomplishments:
new headwater wilderness
areas that help to ensure
stable supplies of water for
irrigators and fish, improved
fish passage and hatchery

facilities to help repair damage done by our dams, better
irrigation systems to more
efficiently manage our water,
wild and scenic protection
where such protection is
warranted, a new national ,
scenic area to make sense
out of the future of our treasured Columbia Gorge.
None of these things have
been achieved without tremendous give-and-take. Our
solutions have often been
imperfect, but they can't be
diminished because they
represent our best attempts
at consensus in an increasingly complicated world. One
regret I have in leaving this
office is that the work is not
complete and there is an
amazing array of new challenges confronting this most
basic of our resources.
Our experience in attempting to further enhance the
water systems in the Yakima
River Basin can serve as a
. model. The forces that are
stretching the limits of the
Yakima are similar to
struggles elsewhere.
This year saw major
progress toward the next
phase of enhancing the
Yakima. State government,
the Yakima Indian Nation,
the Bureau of Reclamation, ·
the Bonneville Power Administration and irrigators
reached a consensus that
formed the ·basis of legislation. Folks came closer than
ever before to sharing a common view of the water issues
confronting the Yakima Basin. More attuned to the
needs of native fish stocks
and intent on avoiding an
endangered species listing.

The Yakima Indian nation
has a better understanding
of its role as a partner in a
basin-wide solution. Environmental groups have
found value in measure
aimed at conserving our limited water resource. All parties agree that before we can
begin to plan for new storage to provide more water
for both irrigators and fish,
we will need to demonstrate
that we are getting the most
value out of the Yakima system for all of the things
that depend on it-- conservation is the key next step.
I am hopeful that all of the
effort that has resulted in
the development of common
ground for the future of the
Yakima and its tributaries
will result in meaningful
progress. We simply can't
afford to fail to resolve our
conflicts through consensus
and risk leaving the future
up to the courts. The lessons
learned from our work on
the Yakima can be used to
help shape the futures of the
rest of the great river systems in our congressional
district and throughout the
state.New urgency to better
manage our water is one result of this past year's
drought-- the Puget Sound
Basin has been sensitized to
the types of water issues
we've faced on the "dry" side
of the state for decades. The
coming year might provide
an opportunity to reenergize
efforts to tackle the many
challenges our river systems
face-- with the goal of improving the integrity of our
water resource for generations to come. ·

TtiursdafDec_em.ber 3.~j992..

The American Council for
Construction Education has
aceredited Central's construction management program,
according to Central professor
David Cams, program coordinator.
Carns said Central's program
is one of 34 accredited fouryear programs in the country.
He said many construction
management programs are in
existence with vocational orientation nationwide, unlike
Central's, which leads to a
baccalaureate degree.
In March, a team of reviewers
reported Central's program
met all ACEE standards. Accreditation was announced in
July.
About 70 students are currently enrolled in Central's
construction management
program, with about 20 gradu-

r

ating each year.
Students in .Central's program complete 138 credit
hours divided into three areas: business, civil engineering subjects and construction
sciences.

•• program
Our
prepares our
students well
for jobs with
general contractors.
-David Carns

''

After earning their bachelor
of science degrees in construction management, the majority ofCentral's graduates find

jobs waiting for them in the
Puget Sound area, · said
Carns.
"Our program prepares our
students well for jobs with
general contractors," he said.·
"We have 100 percent placement rates for our students.
Some of our graduates work
as estimators, project engineers or coordinators.
"Many work for sub-contractors and material suppliers, public agencies or inspection companies. Employers tell us they seek
Central graduates because
they are job-ready from the
first day.
"They don't need extensive
on-the-job training to go right
to work."
Cams said a recent contest, in which Central construction management stu-

~

· dents won first place overall,
indicates the strength of
Central's program.
Cams explains: "During a
three-day convention of student chapters of the Associated General Contractors in
Boise in October, Central's 10person team took first in
building estimating, second in
the surveying competition and
third in earthwork quantity
estimating.
Not only did our students
take the first place overall
prize, theywereabletofmance
the entire trip through the Associated General Contractors
club fund-raising activities.
They are an industrious group
of students."
The quality of Central's construction management program has attracted the attention of the construction indus-

try, said Cams. The Associated General Contractors of
Washington recently provided ~ $70,000 grant for
faculty support and a grant
of $12,500 for program computers. The Associated General Contractors also provides several full-tuition
scholarships each year for
Central students.
Other industry organizations providing scholarships
for Central's future onstruction managers include
the Bellevue-based Master
Builders Association, the
Mechanical Contractors Association, and the National
Associ~tion of Women in
Construction. Scholarships
are also awarded by retired
contractor Bob Landau, and ·
Larry Johnson of Prime
Construction.

Too many grads for small job market Internships available for students
College Press Service
Two studies by the U.S. Labor Department suggest what
many college graduates already know: A growing number ofgraduates holdjobs that
don't require college degrees.
The reports, by economists
Daniel E. Hecker and Kristina
J. Shelley, were written earlier this year but are now just
gaining national media at-:tention~ While the studies
found that college graduates
still earn more than high
school gra<:fuates, they also
found that many recent ,eollege graduates are working in
jobs that don't require undergraduate degrees.
"If a goal is to make money,
students have to be careful in
picking a major," Shelley said,
noting that neither study
broke down specific degrees
and jobs obtained after
graduation.
Hecker, however, determined that students with degrees.ip engineering or nursing ~ have better chances of
getting ajob in their field than
students with liberal arts degrees.
In Hecker's analysis, he
found that from 1983 to 1990

the number of college gradu- lege graduates were heavily
ates working as street vendors recruited by corporations.
or door-to-door sales represen- "Few graduates, regardless
tatives increased from 57,000 of their field of study, had
to 75,000; those employed as difficulty finding college-level
maids, janitors and cleaners managerial, professional
increased from 72,000 to speciality, technical and sales
83,000; and truck and bus representative jobs," he
drivers increased from 99,000 wrote. "According to analyst
to 166,000.
Richard Freeman, ' jobs
What is causing this- backlog sought graduates."'
is the fact that there are more
Shelley estimates that ifjob
college graduates now than and education tre_n ds conthere are available jobs requir- tinue, about 30 percent of coling a degree.
lege graduates entering the
From 1979 to 1990, the num- work force from 1990 to 2005
ber of college graduates in the will ·Work in jobs that don't
labor force grew from 17. 9 mil- require a degree.
lion to 29 million. In the same
"My analysis is dependent
perlo<J, th.e number of college on the economy going the
graduates who wereinjobs that right way. People can draw
did not require a degree or who their own conclusions," she
were unemployed increased by
81 percent to about 5.8 million.
See JOB/Page 9
Things were far different in
the 1960s, Hecker found. Col-

Central's Retiree Association is offering undergraduate internships available in
news, programming, marketing, business and administrative activities.
In a ;Retiree Association news
letter, Jerry O'Gorman, executive director ofthe Retiree
Association, said the ideal
candidates for the internships
are current college students
who are juniors or seniors,
with at least two quarters
remaining at Central before
graduation.
,
The article said }tb~~l

art

majors are preferred, although students from other
majors will also be considered.
The letter also read that it is
recommended that qualified
~tudents have strong written
and oral communication
skills and to be interested in
establishing career goals.
Anyone interested in a retiree internship is urged by ·
the association to contact
O'Gorman at the Retiree Association in Bouillon Hall,
room 226, or call the office at
963-3300.
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INTERNATIONAL
EXPERIENCE IS A GREAT
CAREER MOVE!
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Spring and Summer 1993
Act as a campus and community resource by:
INTERWEST AVIATION

JUST IN TIME FOR THE

:HOLI'D.9L'YS
LY AIR LIMO
TO SEATTLE
/~'(r~ 94:;''y '17-~PJ-tv

ONLY

• Coordinating activities between Japanese students and Americans
• Assisting students in their residence halls
• Maximizing students' involvement in campus activities .
• Facilitating intemation.al friendShips and communication between students
and staff

Compensation:
• $2,300 for 19 hours of work a week
• In-service training in Cross-Cultural Communication, peer counseling. and
Japanese culture

Applications: AUAP Office,'Special Services 153 or 141
Informational Meetings: December 3 and January 14 in Special
Services 157 at 7:00 p.m.
Interviews for finalists will be held January 4-22
Final Selections will be made the last week in January
For more information please caU Kelly Mills at 963-1958
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Avoid the hassles of winter driving
Our pilots will pick you up in Ellensburg!
Your travel time to Seattle will be less than
one hour... whether it's to a connecting flight
or for business and personal matters.

Travel Smarter - FLY CHARTER
• Some restrictions apply. prices based on aircraft capacity.

[Bff.A.~)( INTERWEST AViATION)
• YAKIMA AIR TERMINAL •
2008 W. WASHINGTON •YAKIMA WA ~3

CALL 1-800-654-6037
FOR RESERVATIONS AND MORE INFORMATION

service

Northwestern Trailways
New Agent
Thunderbird Motel
1-800-366-3830 or 962-9856
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Thursday
Dec.3

Friday
Dec. 4

Saturday
Dec. 5
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•Legislative planning session, Grupe
Center, 3 p.m.
•Ware Fair in the SUB

•"Let's Communicate" television show with
President Nelson, Channel 2, 7-8 p.m.
•Senate of student organizations, SUB rm.
208, 4p.m.

•Wind ensemble concert, Hertz, 8 p.m., $3
•The Phantom of the Opera begins at the
5th Avenue Theater, Seattle
·

•Basketball: men at Golden Rule Shootout
•Wrestling: at Pacific, 7:30 p.m.
•Swimming: at PLU Invitational

•Jazz night, Hertz, 8 p.m.
•Readings of three original plays written by
Central students, discussion following,
Tower Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
•Ware Fair in the SUB

•BACCHUS celebrity auction, SUB
Theater, 7 p.m. silent auction, 8 p.m. live
auction, $1
•Nutcracker begins at Seattle Opera
House

•Children's story hour, University Bookstore, 12:30-1:30 p.m.

•Holiday choirs concert, Hertz, 8 p.m.
•Jazz band, Rigadoon, SUB, 9 p.m.

•Basketball: women at Whitman, 7:30 p.m.
•Basketball: JV men at Spokane CC, 7:30
,p.m., iv women at Walla Walla CC, 6 p.m.
•Wrestling: at Pacific Invitational
•Holiday choirs con~ert, Hertz, 3 p.m.

Sunday
Dec.6

Monday
Dec. 7

•Finals week begins, see page 10 for .
schedule

•Prep program concert, Hertz, 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday
Dec.8

ednesday
Dec.9

Thursday .
Dec.10

We want to see you again winter quarter.

If you drink over the holidays
appoint a designated driver.

The Key to Safe
Driving When You've
Been Drinking

Join us at Warefair
For Lunch:
meal

Co~plete

$3.SQ inc:::ing
112 sandwich, salad,
pop & chocolate.

Also Available:
24 varieties of chocolates
fudge, turtles, peanut brittle

CINDA'S 925-4686

Is In the Hands
01_ a Friend

LOOK GREAT
THIS ·H OLIDAY SEASON
SAVE 15% ON ALL SALON SERVICES

~------ -~----

MEN & WOMENS HAIRCUT. .. 15%0FF
PERM &CUT'S ........................•....15% OFF
SPIRAL PERMS........................... 15% OFF
HIGHLIGHTING.........................15% OFF
BODY 'WR.APS.............•...............15% OFF
ACRYLIC NAILS .........................15% OFF
MANICURE & POLISH.............15%0FF
BODY TANNING PACKAGE ... 15% OFF

9~2~

iOefll's-

Peanut Butter
Latte

25C

off with coupon

ENCREDIBLE
ESPRESSO
8th

& Walnut

Good through Thursday, December 1o
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Asbestos scare causes
closure of Bouillon .rooms
Four rooms on the second
floor of Bouillon Ha-11 were
sealed off last Tuesday for asbestos containment and
cleanup, according to John
Holman, director of Central's
facilities management.
The four rooms included the
IMC photography studio and
darkroom facilities at the south
end of the building's upper
level. The rooms were sealed in
accordance with facility
management's containment
policy.
Jerry Morang, asbestos
abatement coordinator, said a
crew went in and cleaned up
the area over the Thanksgiving recess and the rooms were
occupiable by Monday. ''We set
up a containment, flushed air
using Hepavacs, wet-wiped and
air-sealed the ceiling tiles," said
Morang.

SEATTLE - Police are puzzled l_>y two re- shift started hours after the bombing, told
cent bombings at the University of Washing- The Daily, the student newspaper.
ton.
Capt. Randy Stegmeier, who is in charge of
A pipe bomb exploded at the school's main the investigation, said the university police
gatehouse early Oct. 28, shattering windows have no suspects yet.
and ripping a heater from the wall of the
"It is very strange. The second bombing did
mostly glass structure, which houses traffic · not appear to be a pipe bomb, but an object
guides and security guards at the school.
appeared to be a football or basketball, he
The second bombing occurred before mid- said.
night Nov. 1 in an abandoned vehicle that was
Stegmeier said there were no threats or
parked on campus.
any telephone calls claiming responsibility
There were no injuries reported in either for the bombings.
incident.
"There was extensive damage to the ve"I haven't seen this kind ofbehavior since the hicle, and it (the bomb) even broke nearby
60s. Blowing up the gatehouse is pretty radi- windows. There is no doubt these devices
cal," Catherine Lopez, a traffic guide whose could have killed people," Stegmeier added.

Gradsseek CASHFOR
lo-w-key jobs CARING
From JOB I Page7
said. "I am not trying to give
someone a reason for going to
college or not. The fact is that
more people are educating
themselves, and job growth
for required degrees is growing."
.
"People go to college for
many reasons, not just for
what they can earn," Hecker
said. "For most people, college pays. But for some, it
doesn't, at least not right
away."

The next Observer
comes out:

Jan.14,1993
See you next year

A

Earn Over

t~, Pe~~~nth

Everybody needs your help
sometimes, Jeffery needs your
help all the time. Jeffery is a
hemophiliac, like thousands of
other children. Jeffery needs
300 plasma donations a year,
j~st to live a normal life.

Bring ad for $5.00
New Donor Bonus
Not valid with any other offer

THEAAg,IQh~

Expanded hours to serve you better
7 days a week
Mon. - Thur. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Fri. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
26 S. 2nd St.• Yakima. WA• 457-787

"Hey, We're
·over Here."

When you need quality color copies, black & white copies,
typeset resumes, or laser printing, ·you need us.
And we're easy to find. We're just a block West of
The Valley Cafe and open Monday through Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

3rd &Main

(509) 925-1234

to live in a different country,"
he said. "It will be the type of
experience that will teach me
the country has seven differ- so much, not just about the
people and the culture, but
ent ecosystems.
"That's cool for such a small about myself."
And for those thinking about
country,"he said. "I chose Costa
Rica because I love the out- applying for an ISEP exchange,
doors, and it has some beauti- Pearce said come visit her office
to at least find -out what the
ful country.
"I also like the warmth, and program is about.
She added time is running
Latin American culture has
always interested me: the out; applications for priority
people, the customs, the tradi- placement are due on her desk
by Jan. 1.
tions."
"If you're seriously thinking
With little more than two
months before Wiendl departs, about it, come in and talk tome
he said he is realizing that he about the program," she said.
is about to embark on a trek he "We want to give students, one
has only been able to "imagine" at a time, the chance to experience education in a different
until now.
"It's going to be a learning culture and setting to underexperience of things I can't stand the world from a differlearn elsewhere, only by going ent view.
•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•

From ISEP I Page 4

Since three of the dust
Holman reported that custodians noticed extra du~t in samples were in the unsafe
the studio and darkroom on range, Holman said the deciMonday, Nov. 22. Monitoring sion was made to take immecrews took additional air and diate action to seal the areas
dust samples which were then and to begin abatement.
"Our goal is to stop the
analyzed by Scientific Ecology
Group, Inc., Richland, the test- source of the dust," said
ing labs used by Central in the Morang. "The dust comes
ongoing asbestos abatement from above ceiling tiles that
are in poor condition.
project.
We have been conducting
The air sample's data indicated readings of 0.005 fibers monthly tests in those rooms
per cubic centemeters, well and previous air quality levbelow federal action levels of els were well within the safe
ranges. We feel confident that
0.1.
Two of the six dust samples there has been no sustained
tested, however, came back hazard to anyone working in
with amosite (asbestos used for the area. There is no danger
fire retardation) levels in the to anyone else in the build90 percent range. One sample ing."
Morang said everything
indicated a 1 to 2 percent
amosite level. The other three appears to be back to normal
bulk samples contained no as- and the containment was a
precautionary proceedure.
bestos fibers.

Bombings puzzle UW police
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~-G's FINALEXAM~

:1he only Final you won't have to cram for. ~

0Mark the spot next to the best answer for you. 0
0. and hand in to MR. G's Grocery Store.
0
. ~ Q Bananas
25¢ per lb. ~

.

~

.Q
~. 0

Coke 2-liter
Espresso • Grande Size

~. 0 Fresh Baked Cookies
~

Q Hot, Wonderroast chicken

.
.
89¢ ~
.
50¢ ·off 0
.
t;>
get
o
.
0

-

Buy 1
1 free

0

50¢ off 0

~ 0 Keystone• Full Case
$7.99 ~
o
8th & Chestnut (Across from Lind Hall)
o
0 Coupon
• Dec. 3 thru Dec. 11, 1992.
eoupono
•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•G•

President

Ivory
Nelson
Live on
KCWU Channel 2
Thursday,
December 3rd
7 :00-8:00 p.m.
Call-in lines for
questions willbe
available.

Thursd~y,
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.~elson

says
new bank
position.won't
interfere with
Central duties
by D.M. Schuirman
Staff reporter

Central President Ivory
Nelson said his recent appointment to the board of directors
for Key Bank of Washington
will not interfere with his responsibility to Central.
"It'll help me develop a lot of
good contacts for Central," he
said. "It will not take away
from the time I need [for duties
as president of Central]."
Nelson said he was selected
because the bank sought someone in education from eastern
Washington~

The board meets on~e a month
for approximately one and one
half hours and oversees the
operation of the bank, Nelson
said. Beginning in January, the
meetings will be in Tacoma.
The bank is a subsidiary of
KeyCorp, which is a multi-regional bank with headquarters
in Albany, New York.
Rob Gill, corporate communiThis bicycle invited itself to be stolen because it was i"1properly locked. Remember to lock your bicycle through both
cations person for Key Bank of
the wheel and frame, especially if you plan to keep it outside during winter break.
Washington, said Nelson is the
. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , first board member from eastro.,..i'l ~o.,,,, ~.
em Washington. His appoint:D 1 vUU•
"" 1 kJ
ment represents the bank's
statewide presence, he said.

fen your fion·
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Nothin lets you laugh I
cold an~ wet like a pair of;-.
Sorel Boots.
I
~

.

~

:!~fo~"d~.gfi~;:,:~ leaders

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE • FALL QUARTER 1992
Professors will arrange the time of the exams for any classes not shown in
the following schedule:

~

I

paldadv.ri1semen1

Theboardismadeupofpeople
with a wide variety of experiences and talents, and deals

Hour class meets Days class meets

Monday
Dec. 7

10:00
2:00

-

Final exam hours

MWF,Daily
TR
MWF,Daily

8:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
12:00-2:00
2:00-4:00

TR
Tuesday
Dec.8

11:00
3:00

lYednel;!gay
Dec.9
~ ·.:~

\'

1:00

~ 0~ .

I :;, .

IbuI§di!v

~

~
~
~
~

~
~

I

12:00
~

~

I

~I

•

8:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
12:00-2:00
2:00-4:00

MWF,Daily
TR
MWF,Daily
TR

8:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
12:00-2:00
2:00-4:00

MWF,Daily
TR
MWF,Daily
TR

8:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
12:00-2:00
2:00-4:00

other class periods

8:00-10:00

Dec.11

Beat "Old Man Winter"
at his own game.
Sorel Boots are loaded with features you just
won't find in other cold weather boots:
Removable felt liners for superior warmth
• Waterproof bottoms • Super traction
soles for excellent stability on ice and . ·
snow • Durable water repellent uppers
• Kaufman quality, made in Canada.

I Wann&Drv.. ~.: .. :
!

9:00

Dec. 10

II I

i

8:00

MWF,Daily
TR
MWF,Daily
TR

Free Gift
Wrap

THE
lVI~rJ~

__~rt~~~~!9~

.,....,

~J:£"1& ·~f::l-:.

h ~lj'-f...··O\~ r~i::··
RECEIVE 1 FREE TAN: I Jr
L '::t.L..:.-1.h~7~1L.
WITH A REGULAR :
~~l~.fU. {1)/'o~
\ \8.--.
PR.ICE HAIR
I l.Art') =iof~%.~
Jewelry
SERVICE OR FACIAL
309 N. Pearl, Ellensburg 98926
(509) 925-9560

Blue Gem Co.
· 709 S. Main -
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"Stoned" virus attacks library computers
Viruses can, however, destroy
monitors, hard drives and
disks. There are hundreds of

by D.M. Schuirman

Staff reporter

A computer virus called
Stoned or Marijuana was found
in the library's third-floor microcomputer lab approximately
a month ago when computers
couldn't read three data disks.
"What concerned me about-the
virus was the lack of student
awareness regarding the dangers of having a virus and the
ignorance as to how to avoid
getting one," Dave Barber, the
lab's head software assistant,
said.
Stoned is not particularly
harmful, Barber said, but did
ruin some disks. The virus was
detected before it spread. The
virus affects computers with
five and one quarter inch disk
drives. Central's other computer labs don't have disk
drives of this size and were
. unaffected, Barber said.

types, and they can do just
about anything to a computer,
Barber said.
Computer viruses, like human viruses, have contagious
and dormancy stages. Their
symptoms, though, are usually
damaging beyond repair and
appear without warning.

Barber said a virus is a program that can recreate itself
and interferes with a

Using a computer exposes a
disk to all disks run on that
computer and the computer to
any viruses on the disk.
Software that checks for and
destroys viruses is available,
and disks can be checked for
free in the library's computer
lab, Barber said.
Computer programmers write
virus programs, he said. Stoned
is pretty common nationally
and was brought to the library
lab by someone running their
own programs on the lab's
computers, Barber said. A
specific person hasn't been
identified.
Initially there was a problem
computer's normal operation. with lab computers being reIt attaches itself to another infected. Now the equipment
program and either copies it- is being checked weekly, and
self to more programs or dam- lab users are encouraged to
ages the computer running the have their disks checked.
Reformatting a disk will kill a
infected program.
"It's almost impossible to tell virus, but erases the informaif you have a virus until it's too tion on the disk. Copying the
late," Barber said.·
disk also copies the virus.

Faculty and staff must move out to make room for students
From BOOT I Page 1
system.
The basis for obtaining the
financing to construct all but
twelve of Central's apartments
was that the residents, except
for a few faculty and staff,
would be students.
"We are being fair in what we
are doing by giving the person
information on what's available
in town and the whole summer
,_ to look," Hill said.
Central has provided information on housing availability
in Ellensburg to aid those
Jo

Rodeo City Kiwanis

SKI
·

forced to relocate.
''We are providing more than
eight months notice, rather
than the 20 days prior to the
first of the vacating month required by our month-to-month
rental contracts, in order to
give renters time to find other
places to live," Hill said.
One faculty tenant sees the
situation as an administrative
error. Law and justice professor Michael Olivero has lived
in university housing with his
family for a year and a half.
"This will be bad for students
and bad for faculty and staff,"
Olivero said.

"We can't live in the places
[the letter] is referring to. There
is a clash of lifestyles [between
students and families of faculty and staff].
"They are cutting 70 people
not thinking about problems
they will face."
Regarding the perception that
faculty are freeloading in university housing, Olivero said,
"A lot offaculty spend all their
savings just to get here."
Hill said Central has no plans
to build more apartments.
"It would be irresponsible for
the auxiliary services housing
and dining system to assume

more debt in these times since
our housing bonds are leveraged as much as they should
be," Hill said.
Hill is looking to the private
sector to meet the demand for
housing.
Central's number one goal is
to provide for students by offering on-campus preschool
and day-care facilities.
- Auxiliary services currently
owns and manages 491 apartment units with 850 residents.
Approximately halfthe student
tenants who live in the apartments are single; the rest have
families.

Sl!l!!!!l!ll!m3l~llll---.,--.--.-\

and
sporting
goods

SWAP

The City of Ellensburg, in conjunction with
Bonneville Power Adminstnition, is starting anew program to promote water and energy
conservation.
•Bring your old shower head to the secor d floor .
of City Hall, 4 20 N. Pearl.
•The City will give you a new more effic ent
model and take $10.00 off your next utili y bill.
•The new shower head will help reduce both
your water and your power bill each month.
For details call us at 962-7224 or 962-7243.
*Residential pyl~ty, cu~tqrpers of thepty of Ellensburg only.
.,..,;

...

-

"'. ---·

1sst __________ ·
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SCENE
"Moments to Remember" follows tradition
by Amy Giiiespie
Staff reporter

Traditionally, Nov. 27 is to life-~~
at the Kittitas County
known for hordes of fanatic Fairgrounds, where the lightshoppers flooding the stores ing procession began when the
in search of that perfect gift, buildings, barn and gazebo
but in Ellensburg a more were lit.
unique holiday tradition is The public was invited to walk
to the University Plaza for ancarried on.
Since 1980, the Ellensburg other ceremonial lighting.
Chamber of Commerce sponSteve Scellick played master
sors a festive holiday lighting of ceremonies and led the Givcelebration downtown called ing Tree program at the plaza,
"Moments to Remember."
where an abundance of canned
The event is a community- food was collected for holiday
wide celebration which in- basket~.
volves the young an~ the
The final portion of the preyoung at heart.
\
Christmas festivities was conThis year's celebration was cluded in the heart of historic
successful because it brought downtown Ellensburg.
All historical buildings were
the community together for a
day's worth of pre-Christmas set aglow as thousands of
cheer.
starry-eyed observers watched
It began the morning after the lighting ceremony.
When the town was glowing
Thanksgiving with the arrival
ofSanta Claus, who was being from thousands of white lights,
pulled by "Ellensburg rein- the crowd was invited to travel
deer," and accompanied by through the back roads of
elflike helpers.
Judaea as the Christmas story
Throughout the day special was reenacted in a live nativprograms took place, such as ity scene.
Tto partake in the magic and
craft and puppet shows, a
Joe Rose I The Observer
window display at Mountain entertainment of"Moments to
High Sports, and mini-dramas Remember" in years to come,
in a window ofFitterer's Fur- come back the day following Ellensburg's counhouse tree llghts up In celebration of "Moments to Remember"and the
Thanksgiving and tap into the festive holiday season. This special event Is coordinated each year by the city's Chamber
niture.
of Commerce, and begins on Thanksgiving Day.
At 5:30 p.m. the city sprang holiday spirit of Ellensburg.

New dean brings faculty ideas together
by Kylynn K. Kosoff
Scene editor

As the quarter slowly comes
to an end, Central's new dean
for the school of professional
studies describes her love for
teaching and her new position
at Central.
Dr. Linda Murphy, former
assistant dean of admissions
at the University of Toledo,
Ohio, since 1987, replaced the
interim dean, Ronald Frye,
who servedduring the 199192 school year after Jim
Applegate resigned.
Murphy has also assumed the
position of director of the centerforthe preparation ofschool
personnel and said she is
happy about Her position as
dean and expiains what she
_believes to be important in her
job.
"I am not sure the ideas I'm
bringing so much are mine,
but rather to facilitate the
faculty and the administration to develop their own ideas
and to develop their own visions on what the school ought
to be," she said.
"That is really how I see my
position, which is not to bring
in my own ideas and force them
on people, but rather to help
other people develop their own
ideas and bring them together."
At this ~oint, Murphy d··esn't

get too many opportunities to more than 25,000 students, to
work closesly with, students Central, whichhasabout6,500,
but hopes to work with student wasn't a dramatic change for
advisers in the future. She Murphy.
enjoys high school and college
"Central has many of the
level students.
components I always liked
At the University of Toledo, about my other institution," she
where she .worked for more said. "It has many positive elethan19 years, Murphy handled ments I like."
resources for the college ofedu- Two ofthose elements include
cational life professions, which Central's emphasis on teachincluded many academic de- ing and scholarships. She said
partments and administrative larger universities are condivisions.
'tinuously moving away from
this emphasis.
Murphy has a vast back"Central has · ground in education. She used
be a high school teacher.
many of the to
She also was a school psycomponents I al- chologist, guidance counselor,
mathematics and physiology
ways liked about teacher
and instructor at a
iny other insti- state hospital.
tution. It has "The most enjoyable thing I
did was to teach mathmany positive ever
ematics at a state hospital with
elements I like." very psychotic and very disturbed adolescents," she said.
"There were some rewarding
- Linda Murphy experiences.
there."
The
position
of dean opened
The college at University of
around
the
time
Central nearly
Toledo has 4,500 students and
lost
its
accreditation,
but
110 faculty members, and she _
Murphy
said
this
didn't
keep
worked closely with many asher from wanting the position.
sociate deans.
"I knew about the NCATE
"This institution is different
from the stand point that I am situation; I wasn't worried."
a dean and I will have one
"There's a big difference beassociate dean instead of
many," Murphy said.
But the move from the Uni- See DEAN I Page 13
versity of Toledo, which has

Linda Murphy, dean of the schoor of professional studies,
enjoys both her new position at Central and Ellensburg. She
has a doctrate In special education which she received from
the University of Toledo, In Ohio.
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Th~ ~~~~s · Gym!' op~ns- Friday
--. for alternative activities
·
--

season arrives
in Ellensburg
by Dan White
Staff reporter

--

.

Christmas is just around the
comer, and the Christmas
If you stumble past
Exhibit has arrived at the ElNicholson Pavilion on a Fri, lensburg Art Gallery. This is
day night and think you hear
the twenty-fifth year of the
party sounds, you are not
Christmas show. Assistant
hallucinating.
director Edith Connolly said
Every Friday night, Drug
it is also the biggest yet.
Abuse Prevention Program
"It's one of the largest
Education and Referral and
Christmas exhibits in the
University Recreation memstate," Connolly said. "Not too
bers host Night Games from
many places go through this
5 p.m. to midnight in the pamuch trouble."
vilion.
The art gallery closes. for
All students are welcome to
three weeks before the openenjoy the "open gym" atmoing of the Christmas exhibit.
sphere which includes racDuring this time; employees
quetball, volleyball, basketmake preparations ranging
ball and weight lifting.
from painting shelv~s and
Night Games started about
platforms to setting up a 12a month ago, and turnout has
foot Christmas tree with
been pleasing to both
hundreds of handmade ornaD.AP.P.E.R. members and
ments.
University Recreation mem"It's a total renovation,"
bers.
Connolly said. "We go all out."
Jack Baker, director of
Among the cheerful, festive
D.AP.P.E.R., said if student
displays are sculptures,
·participation continues to inpaintings, stone carvings,
crease, Night Games may also
drawings, photographs, wood
be open Wednesdays during
toys, .J.nd hand-crafted oma::winter quarter.
men ts. Most represent a
The program will work
_ .Christmas theme, and there
around Central basketball
are plenty gifts to buy.
games during next quarter.
The gallery is decorated with
The aim of Night Games is
wreaths and bows and a colto provide additional nightorful assortment of toys. At
time activities on campus.
its center looms the ChristIt is meant as a healthy
mas tree, lavishly decorated
alternative to drinking, and
with hand~made ornaments.
The· works of several local
artists . are also on display,
including those · of county ·
FRIDAY NIGHT
planner Tom Pickerel.
Margarita's ·
Pickerel's drawings of Kittitas County scenes, such as
$2.00
at
the Valley Cafe in Ellensburg
or The Brick tavern in Roslyn,
· seem to customize the show.
The Christmas Exhibit runs
throughout December. Ad-

of

promotes camaraderie.
D.AP.P.E.R members said
they believe the program
produces a "happier community."
Baker credits the program's
success in part to Rob Gimlin,
recreation coordinator supervisor of University Recreation.
Gimlin has worked with
D.AP.P.E.R. members helping to promote Night Games
and making sure the evening
events have enough staff
members.
Baker is glad students who
chosen not to drink now have
more activities available.
"If you give people healthy
choices, they're going to make
the right choice. We believe
Night Games is that," Baker
said.
D.A.P.P.E.R. is helping
BACCHUS sponsor the Celebrity Auction on Friday.
The event will be a silent
auction, where people can buy
autographed pictures of celebrities, books, and other belongings of famous people.
Catalina Torres, program
director for D.AP.P.E.R. said
both D.A.P.P.E.R. and
BACCHUS are promoting
safety during the holidays.
To promote safety, throughout the rest of the quarter,
students may sign a petition
stating a commitment to safe
holiday driving.

Kentln Alford, sophomore; takes advantage of "Night
Games" on Friday nights as he practices his bench dips In
the weight room In the pavlllon.

I SATURDAY
NIGHT
Smith & Wesson
the

$3.00

.

..,,

~f~z:::·

BESTOnlyWESTERN
$2.00

Watch for our weekly -drink specials

Mtµphy takes
rein·s as dean

'

From DEAN I Page 12

tween being able to prove you
are good and being good. This
institution is good," she said.
Central's school of professional studies has seven departments. ·The largest one
is the department of education.
"The common thread is preparing people for a specific
kind of professional en, deavor," Murphy said.
Murphy is a mother of two
and holds a doctorate in special education training and
curriculum from the University of Toledo. She also pas a
f master's degree in guidance
and school psychology and a
bachelor's . degree in mathematics and biological sciences from the same university.

Don't Drink
And Drive.
Wishington Traffic SafetyOxnmission
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Check out our great
selection of unique gifts.~ ...
New and collectable
gifts for all ages.
~ -~.1:,~.· ;~·::

·

405 N. Main~

~*******************~

Middle Eastern Dancing ) ~
~1Troupe

.

-
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Rose and Shiraze : · ."J..
. Performing
l~
~
Saturday, December 5, ) :_
8:00 p.m.
$2.00 at the door

•••

~
~

-

· What can you do to meet the challenge
c:;.
· of a global community?
"
Prepare yourself to join a diverse and
intercultural future, that will rea~h
beyond any previously established boundaries.
This is an exciting prospect. but one which will
require tremendous knowledge, understanding,
flexibility and sensitivity for the culturally diverse
situations in which you will participate.

~
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-

~
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0
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• ·~~Y~» ,plan for your future, consider this:

E::

Karaoke .• Wednesday Friday Saturday 9-11

.

-

D.A.P.P.E.R. creates "Night Games"for students who choose not to drink on weekends
by Elizabeth Maw
Staff reporter

mission is free.

~

In the Office of International Programs (OIP), we
have a resource library that will assist you in your
preparation. Central offers a wide variety of ,
study abroad & exchange programs throughout
the world. It is our strong conviction that
studying in one of these programs is an essential
l :
part of a complete education.
••

·''

,'l,_i:I

In fact, we believe it is the passport to your future!
Office of International Programs • Naneum Building • 963-3612
...ii

Sparks ·ny between Costner and Houston

El

D Whitney's first film shows another side of
her talents and Costner continues with his
as the characters fall in love

With superstars such as
Kevin Costner and Whitney
Houston leading the way, "The
Bodyguard" is sure to gain the
favor of critics and movie goers
alike, right?
It most definitely accomplishes this goal, although not
in the manner portrayed in the
previews and commercials for
the film.
Billed as an a action thriller,
the movie centers more on the
relationship between Houston
and Costner than the dangers
and activities involved with
being a bodyguard.
The beautiful and talented
Whitney Houston co-stars as
Rachel Marron, a hot up-andcomingpop singer livingin Los
Angeles who has a small problem: a crazed, obsessed fan who
keeps sending her death
threats in the mail.
Enter the debonair Costner
as Frank Farmer, a highly respected bodyguard who learned
his craft in the Secret Service
protecting you-know-who in
the White House.
He reluctantly accepts a
$3,000 a week position as
Marron's head bodyguard, but
soon finds there is more to the
job than meets the eye.
Already burdened by the need
to improve the security at the
singer's mansion and protect
her 24 hours a day, Farmer
also has to ignore the antics of
her obnoxious agent, Sy, fend

interests will only jeopardize
· Marron's safety, so he denounces their love affair, which
enrages the star.
This ices their relationship
for some time, although the
mutual attraction is constantly
evident between them.
As their rocky relationship
continues, Farmer's search for
Marron's predator intensifies,
with some mind-boggling
twists along the way as far as
who the baddie(s) is/are.
The entire film builds to an
exciting and tense climax at
Scotty Siefert
the Academy Awards, where
Marron is expected to win an
Oscar for a movie role.
off verbal and physical attacks What "The Bodyguard" lacks
from another bodyguard, Tony, in action, it makes up for in the
deal with her jealous sister, substanceofthecharactersand
and play a pseudo-father fig- the storyline.
ure to her young son Fletcher. As Marron, Houston must
Adding to all this pressure is weigh the demands of her fans
the guilt Farmer still feels and her profession against her
about the day President personal safety, a decision that
Reagan was shot, even though constantlypullsherindifferent
he wasn't present when the directions.
assassination attempt oc- Costneralsohastoughchoices
curred. .
to make regarding his feelings
Despite all the intricacies of for Marron and the demands of
the job, the stoic Farmer stays his intense job, which adds to
on with the Marron entourage, their relationship.
and both he and Marron Houston's confident and sucgradually learn each other's cessful portrayal of her charvery different personalities and acter leads the movie and
lifestyles.
.
eventually is the final say in
Eventually, he breaks the the couple's relationship.
cardinal sin of the bodyguard's Add to this an exciting concr~do: Never, ever, fall in love clusionandtwonewsongsfrom
with the person you are pro- Whitney's honey-sweet voice
U:cting. (Like he could help and "The Bodyguard" is a hit,
himself!)
with one song which has alAfter a night of bedroom an- ready reached No. 1 on the :
tics in his tiny, cluttered house, _Billboard charts.
Farmer realizes his conflict of

/Movie Review

by Scotty Siefert
Staff reporter

INTRAMURAL SPORTS PROGRAM
WINTER SPORTS
REGISTRATION BEGINS NOV 16

FEE $40.00
ALPHA
6:00 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM

WOMENS "W"
MENS 6' & UNDER "B"
MENS OPEN "Y"
MENS 6' & UNDER "D"

BETA

T
B
A
L

6:00 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM

MENS 6' & UNDER "A"
MENS OPEN "X"
MENS 6' & UNDER "C"
MENS OPEN "Z"

Vo l LE,Y··· B·'AL: L
. .:...,.t.

.

. . . . .·

...... : ..... ·

·_EE $40.00
ALPHA
7:00 PM CO-ED "L"
8:00 PM RESIDENCE HALL CO-ED "A"
9:00PM CO-ED "M"

by Scotty Siefert
Staff reporter

There are those who lead in
life and those who follow; certainly Malcolm X was born to
fit into the_ former category.
He was part revolutionary,
hustler, militant and intellect.,
among others, but whatever
your view of him, his significant place in history cannot
be denied.
Born Malcolm Little, he lived
the wild life in his early years,
enjoying the pleasures of
drugs, alcohol, women and
crime, the latter eventually
landing him in prison.

"He was part
revolutionary, hustler,
militant and
Intellect,
amongothers ..."

-

Scotty Siefert

It was in prison that Little
learned and accepted the beliefs and teachings of Elijah
Muhammed, the leader of the
Nation oflslam, a revolutionary black organization that
sought freedom from the oppression of white America.
Upon leaving prison, the
newly-reformed and named
Malcolm X began his life's

work, setting out to liberate
the black spirit, mind and
body from the clenches of
racism in America.
A powerful speaker, X's oratories urged African-Americans to challenge the authority and racist policies ofwhite
America, take responsibility
for their own success or failure in life, and most importantly, to have great pride in
their race and heritage.
As well as urging blacks
throughout America to take
action on their own behalf,
Malcolm X also stirred the
conscience of white America,
calling the white man "the
devil," and demanding change
"by whatever means necessary."
He did not directly advocate
violence, but unlike his counterpart Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., he in no way believed
in turning the other cheek as
a way of achieving the goals
of freedom and equality for
his people.
After starting a tidal wave
of enthusiasm in the AfricanAmerican community, X
eventually broke from the
Nation oflslam and made the
pilgrimage to Mecca, Saudi
Arabia, the holy city of the
Muslim faith.
It was on this trip that he
learned to eat, drink and live
with Muslims ofall colors and

See MAL-X I Page 15

Headhunter is introducing a NEW color line.
Semi-permanent and
permanent color. Free
color consultations.
Thursday, December 17, with Janet
HAIRCARE&.
TANNING STUDIO

£pE1-Y~~~~~'PE~!------,

COUPON:

I

I

·: $5.00 OFF Coloring :
:, __________________
by appointment only , :
\.

Expires Jan14, 1993

I

707 N. Main • 925-HAIR • 925-4247

ALPHA AND BETA DAYS ARE
BASED ON A ROTATION OF
AVAILABLEGYM DATES

L
.

'X' phenoDJ.enon returns

BETA
7:00 PM CO-ED "N"
8:00 PM RESIDENCE HALL CO-ED "B"
9:00PM CO-ED "O"

TEAMS MUST MAINTAIN A 4.5 SPORTSMANSHIP RATING TO PLAY IN LEAGUE AND MUST HA VE A
!:!_N~~~~G_Qi:.§.~. _o~li!_G_!iE~1=Q QYM-~Q.g .!!ffi_P.!::_A2:.0£!§_

___ .!.... _ _ _ _ _ _ _

MANDATORY MANAGERS MEETING JAN 7
NPAV117 5:00PM

----------------------------------SIGN UP AT SUB 212 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM
NOV 16 - DEC 11

----------------------------------~

Finals Week Special Coupon:

------------------Large Espresso Drink

A 16 oz for the price of a 12 oz

!!

Study Break Food:
2 chili dogs $1.29
Pretzel & cream cheese 99¢
~- 925-7-915.
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Music for the holidays found .
USC

Review

,..._ ...))

~

~.iJ---

by Kristy Ojala

Copy editor
lri my family, December
usually signifies the beginning
of a nearly month-long search
for decent Christmas music.
.
After so many variations on
Elvis' "Blue Christmas" and
other moldy oldies have
dredged through our stereo, the
need for a piodern gem of
holiday tunes becomes tragically apparent.
This time, the flavor o' the
season happens to be "A Very
Special Christmas 2," a focus
on three basic musical stylesrock, pop and soul/R & B.
The album is a follow~up to
anothergreatyl!Jesouildtrack,
1987's "A Very Special Christmas," which includes U2, the
lfarythmics, Bruce Springsteen and John Mellencamp,
and is good enough to cue up
during July.
Both compilations benefit the
Special Olympics Foundation,
and contain regurgitations of
ancient Christmas songs as
well as newly-penned ones.
The first track is Tom Petty
and The Heartbreakers'
"Christmas All Over Again," a
great, original tune sure to be
overplayed by classic rot-er,
rock-stations as often as Top
40 deejays spin Wham's "Last
Christmas."
A major surprise is the pair-

D The search to find fitting music for
the festive season can go beyond the
traditional Elvis selections.
Again" and Sinead O'Connor's
"I Believe in You," because
they're both soft, harmonius
and true to that proverbial,
over-hyped Christmas spirit.
Ann and Nancy Wilson's
version of the spider-webbed
classic, "Blue Christmas,"
wasn't at all what I expected,
with its twangy, yee-haw guitars and lack of a strong chorus.
This season may be the giving one, but I just don't think
- Kristy Ojala
one album is big enough for
both Randy Travis and Debbie
ingof Cyndi Lauper and Frank Gibson.
For the most part, the sequei
Sinatra on "Santa Claus is
Coming to Town." The duet is is a nice backdrop for decking
backed by a swing rhythm, and the halls. The wide span of muLauper's voice has a new, post- sical styles will probably give
your fingers the fast-forward
puberty quality to it.
· Although I groaned a little itch on some tracks, but like
after seeing Jon Bon J ovi's Stuart Smalley reminds us,
name on the cover, he doesn't_ "thath's... OK"
Not many holiday musical
shame "Please Come Home for
selections
can please all
Christmas" in the least-a relief, considering Don Henley's _family members, but this one
darling, nicotine-enhanced seenis to carry it off.
The price is a little heftier
voice graced the last great renthan that of a regular CD or
dition of ~he song.
Run D.M.C. is the only group cassette, but don't let that scare
appearing on both the first and you away--the album is nearly
second "Very Special" albums, double-length.
Ifyou're seeking to build up a
this
time
with
the
unmemorable "Christmas Is." real impressive ho-ho-ho colAlthough I try to be accepting, lection, try the original "Very
rapping a Christmas carol just Special Christmas." It includes
seems to be on the same level U2's "Baby Please Come Home
"Angel
as wearing a G-string to church. for · Christmas,"
My favorite cuts are Gabriel" by Sting and Stevie
Extreme's "Christmas Time Nicks' "Silent Night."

Steve Kazmlrskl, senior, awaits Christmas break In the
SUB Pit whlle studying. The SUB Is decorated for the
holiday season so students have a festive place to cram
for finals week beginning Monday.

to be the major reaMalcolDl X'S issonbelieved
for his assassination by a
' hailMisoftactics
bullets in 1965.
bell.e~s
J.I
may have been
·reintroduced -raging
questionableandhiswordsento some, but he was the
rare type of individual willing
to speak his mind and demand

change even in the face of extreme adversity.
Although he is gone in body,
backgrounds, a revelation that Malcolm X lives on in spirit, a
helped to erase the hatred he martyr for the African-Arnerican community and an example
felt towards white people.
Eventually, Malcolm's newly- all people can learn from. acquired temperance alienated Malcolm Xis much more than
him from the more· militant just fashionable hats and Tblack organizations, and this shirts. Think about it.

From MAL-XI Page 14

EMERGING LEADERS
Make Your Mark At Central!
COM498.01
OFFERED WINTER QUARTER
WEDNESDAY 4PM-6PM
1 CREDIT
'\

• Work With Current Student Leaders
• Discover What CWU Has To Offer
•Develop Your I~adership Style
•'Enhance Personal Awareness

* Emerging Lead~rs is a program open to freshmen interested in becoming student leaders at
Central. This program is designed to introduce stu~ents to the skills needed for leadership
positions here at Central Washington University.
·
* This class is not offered through the Winter catalog; you n1ust stop by SUB l06 to receive
information on how to register.
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

AS C\\T

BO.\RD OF DIRECTORS

Sl.B 106

96J-169J
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Joe Rose/The Observer

Head basketball coach Gil Coleman and his Wiidcats talk strategy during the Wiidcat
Classic. The 'Cats won their own tournament by posting a 2-0 record over Pacific Lutheran
University and Whitman.

G.E. Coleman, son of head coach Gii Coleman, has no doubt
which team Is number one. The younger Coleman Is a
permanent fixture on the Wiidcat bench and one of the most
faithful Wiidcat followers.

'Cats off to a .6-0 start·
the boards and avoid fouling
too much this time," Coleman
said. "It could all depend on
whether we check their threepoin t shooters or whether
Jumping to a 6-0 start, they check our post defense."
Central's men's basketball
The 'Cats upped their winteam will now travel to ning streak to six after winCaldwell, Idaho, tomorrow ning twice l3st weekend . at
and Saturday to participate the Seattle Pacific Classic.
in the Golden Rule Shootout. Coleman believes team unity
Coach Gil Coleman felt sat- could be a huge factor for their
isfied with his team's fantas- six-game winning streak. ·
tic beginning but still sees "They are playing extra hard
some room for improvement. and there doesn't seem to be
"We need to rebound more any major personality conand hit more of our free flicts bet)Veen. -·players,"
throws, especially against the Coleman·~aid. · · tougher teams we have comOn Friday, Central
ing up," Coleman said.
outscored Sonoma State
University, 61-30 in the sechalf on the way to a 104It could all de- ond
70 victory. Guards Ryan
pend on whether Pepper and Heath Dolven
we check their each .sc().r ed 20 points. ForJason Pepper and
three-point wards
Shawn· Fran& ~s~ored 20 and
shooters
or 18 points respectively. Frank
whether
they also grabbed 1,1 rebounds.
Central also beat California
eheck our post Bapti'st
' 75-56 · Saturday.
Frank led the team with 17
defense.
points followerl: by Ryan PepThe Wildcat's will battle per_ with 13 point~. Jason
Northwest Nazarene Friday, Pepper pulletl urlll rebounds
~team they edged 79-78 at and center Chuck Glovick
the beginning of the season. ·contributed eight.!
The other two competing
The 6-0 start 'is Central's
schools include Albertson best beginning since the 1986College and Brigham· Young . 87 season~" when , they began
University-Hawaii.
·
8-0, and finished the ·season
"We need to score more on · at 32-9.
by Ja~on Goldner
Staff reporter

''

,,

For a coniplete schedule
~ of winter sports see page
19.

Joe Rose/The Observer

Point guard Jeff Albrecht does some fancy drlbbllng to keep the ball away from his Pacific
Lutheran opponent. Albrecht and the 'Cats defeated the Lutes 90-72 In the opener of the
Wildcat Classic basketball tournament.
·

Lady Wildcats look to improve
Results of the contest were
not available at presstime.
In a previous game, the
Wildcats pulled out a 74-71
victory over Pacific Lutheran
Central's women's basketUniversity Nov. 21.
ball team traveled to
With 25 seconds left in the
Gonzaga UniversityTuesday ·
game, Pacific Lutheran Unifor a non-district game which
versity was up 71-70. The
would be looked at differently
than any -other game, said . Wildcats took the lead when ,
Missy Thompson stole the
head coacq Gary Frederick.
ball to set up two freethrows
"We go-into this one knowby Heidi Trepanier, making
ing our chances to win are
it 72-71 in Central's favor.
slim," Frederick said. "We
"We really kept our poise
look to improve, working toin the last 25 seconds,"
ward our district games."
Frederick said. "Our poise is
He said he feels this way
what won us this game."
because of the NCAA league
Karla Hawes led the WildGonzaga plays in and the
cats with 25 points and 16
resources they have to offer.
rebounds. Hawes was 8 of13
"They (Gonzaga) have full
from the field and 9 of 13 at
scholarships which helps
the line, and blocked two
them out, plus they play in a
shots.
very competitive league
"Karla didn't really take
against tough teams like
that many shots, but her ofPepperdine."
by Tracie Brantley
Staff reporte~

fensive rebounds really
helped her," Frederick said.
"It was not our intention to
go to her as much as we did,but it worked."
Frederick said that at the
time-out with 25 seconds left,
he told the team to "get the
ball to Karla and let her drive
it down".to either get a shot
or get. fouled.
"You have to give credit to
the kids. They did just what
I told them, and it worked,"
he added.
Barb Shuel added 13
points, while Thompson
scored 12. Trepaniergrabbed
11 rebounds in the winning
effort.
"Rebounding was definitely a key to this win,"
Frederick said.
This non-district win evens
Central's overall record at 11.
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Diverse duo impacts team
by Heidi Trepanier
Sports editor

One athlete is a 6'0" senior
post who has been in the
Wildcat athletic program for
five years.
The other player is a 5'8"
freshman guard who is only
in her third month of college.
One is a veteran who walks
on the college court with
confident experience, the
other a rookie with a fresh
out of high school attitude
and only three college games
under her belt.
One has watched her basketball career come down to
one last season, the other
watches as this season
serves as foundation for
three more.
_
One is quietly motivated
by the fact she is a senior,
and this season is her farewell. The other is intensely
motivated by the fact she is
a freshman and this is only
the beginning.
One has been around, the

other has never been there.
The first is Missy Piecuch,
a senior from North Kitsap,
and the other is Missy
Thompson, a freshman
from Ellensburg.

"Sometimes I feel
like I'm stepping
in somewhere.
Sometimes I feel
I shouldn't be
there. Overall, I
feel they (teammates) respect
me and I feel we
just work together."
-Missy Thompson
Both are extreme opposites, but just as opposites
attract, theirdiversetalents
bring balance to Central's
women's basketball team.
Individually, they are different players playing dif-

ferent roles.
Collectively, though, their
individual performances
help create one team.
Piecuch, a post, has a halfhook which would make the
most polished players envious.
Thompson is a streak
shooter who is unstoppable
when hot.
Piecuch has athletic maturity, which brings stability and structure to the
team. Thompson has
youthful desire, which
brings heart.
Even though they're different, both players are
guided by a similiar basketball philosophy.
"I just want to have fun,"
said Thompson." "I want to
win and help the team out."
Piecuch echoes a parallel
belief. "I would like the team
to have a very successful
season," she said. "This is
possible through team unity
and the individual's per-

See DUO/page 18

DOYOUKNOWWHO ELSE
HE'S CHARMED THE PANTS OFF OF?
You ma.v be having sex with someone who had sex with someooe who has Alm.
To lay t.o rest your fear of AIDS, don't get laid by a lie. Know your partnei: Demand the truth.
To know more about AIDS, call the Madison AIDS Support Network at 255-17ll
AIDS. It stops with you.

•LL YOUR BOOKS
We lauy all Holes with·current . ..tcet value

DECEMBER 7-11
BUYBACK HOURS:
MONDAY: 8 am - 5 pm
TUESDAY: 8 am - 5 pm
WEDNESDAY: 8 am - 5 pm
THURSDAY: 8 am - 5 pm
FRIDAY: 8 am - 3:30 pm
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sonal growth."
Phifosophical similarites aside,
both athletes offer their team different approaches to the game.
Piecuch has been around the program for five seasons. After redshirting her fresh man year she has
played in more games for the 'Cats
than any current active member of
the team.

"I've been around. I
know the plays, I
have seen familiar
situations. Through
my experience I can
help others prepare."
- Missy Piecuch
"I've been around," said Piecuch.
"I know the plays, I have seen
familiar situations. Through my
experience I can help others prepare," she said.
"I know now how t9 better prepare
for a game, and in tum can help
others learn."
"Since I've been here, I think I can
give the younger players advice on
coaches, school and college life in
general," she said.
"This advice can be helpful, as it
might help the young student su~
vive."
Besides the current season,
Thompson has only been active in
the program through spring ball.
However, through her limited ex-

Missy Piecuch

posure to college athletics she is
confident she has made the adjustment from high school to college
and can contribute to the team.
"I think I have adjusted pretty
well, " said Thompson. .
"I played spring ball with some
members from the team and got to
know people before the season began," she said.
"The playing style is more intense, '
but I think fve made the transition
OK."
"Sometimes I feel like I'm stepping in somewhere. Sometimes I
feel I shouldn't be there. Overall, I
feel they (teammates) respect me
and I feel we just work together,"
she said.
"When you work together the age
difference doesn't matter."
Stepping onto the court, both
Piecuch and Thompson offer different feelings about game time.
"When I walk onto the court I feel

Missy Thompson

I have more confidence," said
Piecuch.
"I feel I have to live up to the fact
I am a senior," she said.
"I feel I have to be more a leader.
That is probably what makes me
play better."
When Thompson takes to the court,
she figures she has nothing to lose.
"It can be pretty intimidating,"
she said. "But, I figure I'm only a
freshman, I have nothing to lose."
However., Thompson is aware her
position thrusts her into a leadership role.
"Since I am a point guard, I feel I
have to be somewhat in control of
the team," she said. "But, I have
juniors and seniors on the team
who help me out, so all of the pressure isn't just on me."
Like all athletes, both Piecuch and
Thompson have set goals for the
season.

I hope to be an effective post player
both offensively and defensively," said
Piecuch.
"I have height, strength and mobility, which with practice will help make
me a better player.
"Also, I hope that ifothers get burned
out in the middle of the .season I can
help pick things up."
Thompson's goal is to cut down on
unnecessary mistakes.
"Since I am playing a new position,
I feel I .t urn the ball over too much.
Hopefully, by the end of the season I
will cut down on my mistakes."
"But I always will remember to have
fun," she said.
"I remind myself being a freshman I
am expected to make mistakes."
Karla Hawes, teammate to both
Piecuch and Thompson, said both offer playing styles which are understood by the team.
"Missy and Missy have different
styles which are respected by the
team .. They have two different roles
which are understood by the team,"
she said.
"By having them.both on the team,
they both bring diverse talents which
contribute balance to the team."
"Missy (Piecuch) has been around,
she has experience," Hawes said.
"She has great instinct and I feel
very confident when she is on the
floor."
"Missy (Thompson) has a fresh out
of high school heart," said Hawes.
"She definitely has talent and is
willing to learn from others." ..
One is a senior who is playing her
final year of collegiate athletics.
The other is a freshman who is just
beginning.
Together they will make things happen.

If you

drink:;~~a

0

please don't drive
A CLASSY WAY TO BUY GIFTS!
A special event to prevent alcohol abuse in your area

CELEBRITY AUCTION
Featuring posters. pictures. autographs. books.
baseball cards, and much more from celebrities like
/Chris Evert, Bill Clinton, David Letterman, Gregory
·
Peck. Charlton Heston. plus dozens more.
SUB Theater• Friday, December 4 •Admission $1.00
Silent Auction at 7:00 PM • Auction at 8:00 PM • Sponsered by BACCHUS

'-.'--2J
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f})9lu f})09{YL. C!J{/Lf})!l('ESS
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CW!l(OP'l{JWITC
502 9{, 9('l1'13'Y
'E££'E9{$'13'U9{{j, 'W.9l. 98926
(509) 962-9796
.Located: 1 6fo&..'l{prtfr. ofSafeway
6etwun 'Ifie Copy Sftop ana'Western .9lrt 5tssociation
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Winter Sports Calendar for D.ew season CLASSIFIEDS
Men's varsity basketball

Women's varsity basketball

December

December

4
5
11
12
18
19
29
30

at Golden Rule Shootout
at Golden Rule Shootout
at Whitman
at Whitworth
.
at Puget Sound Holiday Classic
at Puget Sound Holiday Classic
at Herald and News Invitational
at Herald and News Invitational

January

5
11
12
15

'i6

19

atWhitman
*at Sheldon Jackson
at Sheldon Jackson
Eastern Oregon
Eastern Oregon
*Simon Fraser

SCUBA LESSONS and Supplies. Sign
UP. now. Contact John Moser, Jr: 9251272.
Applications for exchange study in
Australia, China, Hungary, Japan,
and Mexico due January 1, 1993. For
more information call 963-3612.

January

International Student Exchange
Program (ISEP) applications are now
in the·Office of International-Programs.
Plan ahead - they are due January 1,
1993.
MISSING YOUR horse? Board with us
- pasture, corrals, and box stalls
available. Low rates. 925-5598. Call
after 5 p.m.

at Idaho
at Seattle Pacific
Grace College (Indiana)
*Seattle
*at Lewis-Clark State
*Western Washington
23 *at Simon Fraser
28 *St. Martin's
30 *Lewis-Clark State

• 7 *Western Washington
12 *Sheldon Jackson
14 *at Lewis-Clark State
18 Whitman
20 *at St. Martin's
22 at George Fox
23 at George Fox
26 *at Puget Sound
27 at Pacific Lutheran
30 *Seattle

Men's junior varsity basketball

Women's junior varsity

December

December

4
5
7
9
14
16

5
29
30

at Spokane CC
at Big Bend CC tournament
at Big Bend CC tournament

January
4
9
22
23
26

at Yakima Valley
Columbia Basin
at Walla Walla Pen
at Walla Walla CC
at Wenatchee Valley

at Walla Walla CC
at Columbia Basin
i2 at Columbia Basin
14 YakimaYalley
15 Walla Walla CC

January
4
9
14
20
22
27
29

at Yakima Valley
Columbia Basin
at Walla Walla: CC
Spokane CC
BigBendCC
at Wenatchee Valley
at Northwest

December

;December

5

4
5
12
30

January
15
16
17

23
28

Winter Invitational (CWU)
Winter Invitational (CWU)
Winter Invitational (CWU)
Pacific Lutheran
at Whitman

AEROBIC DANCE FOR EVERYONE!
Low-Impact, Non-Competitive Environment, Certified Instructor, Child Care
Available. First Class Free! 925-3412

5

Wrestling

at Husky Invitational
at Husky Invitational

HELP WANTED: Looking for a top
fraternity, sorority, or student organization that would like to make $500-1500
for a one week marketing project right
on campus. Must be organizied and
hardworking. Call 1-800-592-2121 Ext.
308.

11

Swimming
4

S~UDY SPANISH any quarter in
MQrelia, Mexico. CWU and Centro
Mexicano Internacional offer language
and culture classes. The cost is
apP,oximately $2, 100 per quarter for
tuition, housing, meals, and excursions.
Applications available now. Call Nomi
Pearce at 963-3612.

~ ·

THE CITY of Ellensburg is currently
accepting applications form citizens
willing to serve on the Board of
Adjustment, Building Appeals Board,
Cable Television Commission,
Downtown Task Force, environmental
Commission, Housing Commission,
and Senior Citizen's Advisory Commission. Applications may be obtained
from City Hall, 420 N. Peart. Applications must be returned by 5:00 p.m.,
Wednesday, December 9, 1992.
PACK YOUR bags and books and take
offt Ifs time to study abroadt Call Nomi
Pearce at 963-3612.
Study Abroad! England, Italy, France,
MexicoI Apply now for Winter Quarter.
Call Nomi Pearce at 963-361.2.

at Pacific
at Pacific Invitational
at Big Bend Invitational
at Oregon Classic

January
atPLUOpen
at Yakima Valley
at Southern Oregon
at Clackamas Invitational
North Idaho
28 Simon Fraser
29 Pacific
30 CWU Invitational
9
13
15
16
20

Happy Holidays
from

Hans'
<Jym
your /ilnefl• headquarters
Winter Quarter Dues
January 2nd to March 19th
Weight• or Aerobic•
$55.00
Both
$80.00

Give a Hans' Gym

Giff Certificate
the answer for everyone on
your holiday list/

202N.Pine

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE.
What is it? An opportunity to studf for
in-state tuition at out-of-state schools.
Which schools are participating? Call
963-3612 to find out!
LOST: GOLD OPAL RING. Round
blue opal surronded by 4 smaU
diamonds. Gold band. Reward $100.
Please call Susan at 925-6812.

NANNIES! .
We have the perfect job for
you! Nationwide placements, $150-$450 Weekly,
1 year stay, airfare paid, no
fee, Friendly, Happy families. Call Polly at 503-3433755, Oregon Nannies, Inc.

GREEKS

{I

CLUBS

RAISE A COOL

s1,ooo.oo
IN JUST ONE WEEKI
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!

And a FREE HEADPHONE
RADIO just for calling 1-800932-0528, .Ext. 65.

Don't Drink·.
._ And Drive.
w.NUngton Traffic SafetyG:mmis.sion ~

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
The holiday gift you can really use.

Tell your folks that more college
students choose Macintosh than
any other computer. They'd want
you to be in good cqmpany.
Ask for an Apple®Macintosh®computer this holiday season and
join all of the students who've discovered that no matter what they
do, Macintosh helps them do it better and faster. That's because
Macintosh is so easy to use. And the thousands of available software
applications work in a single, consistent way. So once you've learned
one, you're well on your way to learning them all. The advantages
of Macintosh don't end when school does. In fact, the majority of
Fortune 1000 companies use Macintosh computers~ So ask your
Apple Campus Reseller to help you choose which Macintosh to put
at the top of your holiday gift list. _

Macintosh. It's more than a present, it's a future.

For more information contact
Monte Bisson_at the University Store

963-1359
© 1992 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered tradeQ1arks of Apple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark, and Windows a
trademark, of Microsoft Corporation. *Based on a sutvey conducted by Computer Intelligence., 1991.

AWARD WINNING
HOMETOWN PIZZA

SAME NAME ... SAME
AWARD WINNING PIZZA
STUDY SPECIAL - Cheese toast and beverage
Coffee, tea, or pop (limit 2 refills) $2.00 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. during finals week
Thursday
- 3

INTHEPLAZA
716 E. STH
ELLENSBURG

All¥ou Can
Eat
5-8 p.m.
" $4.99 per
person

Friday
4

•
:

I
I
I
I
I

$3.00 OFF

T.G.l.F.
Happy Hour
All Day
Long I

College
Football
$3 pitchers
$1 pounders
75t schooners

----

$2.00 OFF

ANYLARGE(16"P1ZZA>
ANYMEDIUM(13")PIZZA
DINE IN *CARRY OUT
. .\-~ \
FAST* SAFE DELIVERY

_!J£T.,Y~!£ !;!l!,H_!!::!,Y,E!tiE,R..O!fE,~ E,X!I~E~ ~E_£~~E~ !,2
'c

Mocha Latte
Single or Double $1.00

*Espresso available from 7 a.m.
to closing d~ily

*

6

5

-·------------~-~---

Sunda~

Saturday

1

I

NFL Football
$3 pitchers
$1 pounders
75¢ schooners
Chicken Wings
$2.50

Monday
7

. Tuesday
8

Wednesday

9 Hump Dayl
Cut out this
All U Can Eat
day,
bring it to
$4.99 per
Frazzini's
and
person
receive
$5
off
5-8 p.m.
a large pizza

Mon. Nita
Football
Happy Hour
Prices
Nachos $2.25

-------------..,
Large (16") Pizza
--~-~-

I
I
I
I

1

Medium Priee

:

DINE IN *CARRY OUT
FAST* SAFE DELIVERY

I
I
I
I

.

-i _N,2·~ Two!'!l_'"!fMediumO!~'!,·
-=~~~ £_~~!~ ,!?-i
(13") Pizzas
•.V,!L,!;l

!!Y_Ol,H!'!,

1

I
•
1
:

I
I

'

2 items
each $14.99
DIN-E IN *CARRY OUT
FAST

* SAFE DELIVERY

1
I

•

1

I
I

I

